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Abstrat. Given an embedded planar ayli digraph G, we dene the prob-
lem of ayli hamiltonian path ompletion with rossing minimization (Ayli-
HPCCM) to be the problem of determining an hamiltonian path ompletion
set of edges suh that, when these edges are embedded on G, they reate
the smallest possible number of edge rossings and turn G to a hamiltonian
digraph. Our results inlude:
1. We provide a haraterization under whih a triangulated st-digraph G is
hamiltonian.
2. For an outerplanar triangulated st-digraph G, we dene the st-polygon
deomposition of G and, based on its properties, we develop a linear-time
algorithm that solves the Ayli-HPCCM problem with at most one ross-
ing per edge of G.
3. For the lass of st-planar digraphs, we establish an equivalene between
the Ayli-HPCCM problem and the problem of determining an upward
2-page topologial book embedding with minimum number of spine ross-
ings. We infer (based on this equivalene) for the lass of outerplanar
triangulated st-digraphs an upward topologial 2-page book embedding
with minimum number of spine rossings and at most one spine rossing
per edge.
To the best of our knowledge, it is the rst time that edge-rossing mini-
mization is studied in onjuntion with the ayli hamiltonian ompletion
problem and the rst time that an optimal algorithm with respet to spine
rossing minimization is presented for upward topologial book embeddings.
1 Introdution
In the hamiltonian path ompletion problem (for short, HP-ompletion) we are given a
graph G (direted or undireted) and we are asked to identify a set of edges (refereed
to as an HP-ompletion set) suh that, when these edges are embedded on G they
turn it to a hamiltonian graph. The resulting hamiltonian graph G′ is referred to
as the HP-ompleted graph of G. When we treat the HP-ompletion problem as an
optimization problem, we are interested on an HP-ompletion set of minimum size.
When the input graph G is a planar embedded digraph, an HP-ompletion set for G
must be naturally extended to inlude an embedding of its edges on the plane, yielding
to an embedded HP-ompleted digraph G′. In general, G′ is not planar, and thus, it
is natural to attempt to minimize the number of edge rossings of the embedding of
the HP-ompleted digraph G′ instead of the size of the HP-ompletion set. We refer
to this problem as the HP-ompletion with rossing minimization problem (for short,
HPCCM ). The HPCCM problem an be further rened by plaing restritions on the
maximum number of permitted rossings per edge of G.
When the input digraph G is ayli, we an insist on HP-ompletion sets whih leave
the HP-ompleted digraph G′ also ayli. We refer to this version of the problem as
the ayli HP-ompletion problem.
A k-page book is a struture onsisting of a line, referred to as spine, and of k half-
planes, referred to as pages, that have the spine as their ommon boundary. A book
embedding of a graph G is a drawing of G on a book suh that the verties are
aligned along the spine, eah edge is entirely drawn on a single page, and edges
do not ross eah other. If we are interested only on two-dimensional strutures we
have to onentrate on 2-page book embeddings and to allow spine rossings. These
embeddings are also referred to as 2-page topologial book embeddings.
For ayli digraphs, an upward book embedding an be onsidered to be a book
embedding in whih the spine is vertial and all edges are drawn monotonially in-
reasing in the upward diretion. As a onsequene, in an upward book embedding of
an ayli digraph the verties appear along the spine in topologial order.
The results on topologial book embedding that appear in the literature fous on the
number of spine rossings per edge required to book-embed a graph on a 2-page book.
However, approahing the topologial book embedding problem as an optimization
problem, it make sense to also try to minimize the number of spine rossings.
In this paper, we introdue the problem of ayli hamiltonian path ompletion with
rossing minimization (for short, Ayli-HPCCM ) for planar embedded ayli di-
graphs. To the best of our knowledge, this is the rst time that edge-rossing mini-
mization is studied in onjuntion with the ayli HP-ompletion problem. Then, we
provide a haraterization under whih a triangulated st-digraph is hamiltonian. For
an outerplanar triangulated st-digraph G, we dene the st-polygon deomposition of
G and, based on the deomposition's properties, we develop a linear-time algorithm
that solves the Ayli-HPCCM problem with at most one rossing per edge of G.
In addition, for the lass of st-planar digraphs, we establish an equivalene between
the ayli-HPCCM problem and the problem of determining an upward 2-page topo-
logial book embeddig with a minimal number of spine rossings. Based on this equiv-
alene, we an infer for the lass of outerplanar triangulated st-digraphs an upward
topologial 2-page book embedding with minimum number of spine rossings and at
most one spine rossing per edge. Again, to the best of our knowledge, this is the
rst time that an optimal algorithm with respet to spine rossing minimization is
presented for upward topologial book embeddings.
1.1 Problem Denition
Let G = (V,E) be a graph. Throughout the paper, we use the term graph we
refer to both direted and undireted graphs. We use the term digraph when we
want to restit our attention to direted graphs. We assume familiarity with basi
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graph theory [14,8℄. A hamiltonian path of G is a path that visits every vertex of
G exatly one. Determining whether a graph has a hamiltonian path or iruit is
NP-omplete [11℄. The problem remains NP-omplete for ubi planar graphs [11℄,
for maximal planar graphs [28℄ and for planar digraphs [11℄. It an be trivially solved
in polynomial time for planar ayli digraphs.
Given a graph G = (V,E), direted or undireted, a non-negative integer k ≤ |V |
and two verties s, t ∈ V , the hamiltonian path ompletion (HPC) problem asks
whether there exists a superset E′ ontaining E suh that |E′−E| ≤ k and the graph
G′ = (V,E′) has a hamiltonian path from vertex s to vertex t. We refer to G′ and
to the set of edges |E′ −E| as the HP-ompleted graph and the HP-ompletion set of
graph G, respetively. We assume that all edges of a HP-ompletion set are part of the
Hamiltonian path of G′, otherwise they an be removed. When G is a direted ayli
graph, we an insist on HP-ompletion sets whih leave the HP-ompleted digraph
also ayli. We refer to this version of the problem as the ayli HP-ompletion
problem. The hamiltonian path ompletion problem is NP-omplete [10℄. For ayli
digraphs the HPC problem is solved in polynomial time [18℄.
A drawing Γ of graph G maps every vertex v of G to a distint point p(v) on the
plane and eah edge e = (u, v) of G to a simple Jordan urve joining p(u) with p(v). A
drawing in whih every edge (u, v) is a a simple Jordan urve monotonially inreasing
in the vertial diretion is an upward drawing. A drawing Γ of graph G is planar if
no two distint edges interset exept at their end-verties. Graph G is alled planar
if it admits a planar drawing Γ .
An embedding of a planar graph G is the equivalene lass of planar drawings of G
that dene the same set of faes or, equivalently, of fae boundaries. A planar graph
together with the desription of a set of faes F is alled an embedded planar graph.
Let G = (V,E) be an embedded planar graph, E′ be a superset of edges ontaining
E, and Γ (G′) be a drawing of G′ = (V,E′). When the deletion from Γ (G′) of the
edges in E′ − E indues the embedded planar graph G, we say that Γ (G′) preserves
the embedded planar graph G.
Denition 1. Given an embedded planar graph G = (V,E), direted or undireted,
a non-negative integers c, and two verties s, t ∈ V , the hamiltonian path omple-
tion with edge rossing minimization (HPCCM) problem asks whether there exists a
superset E′ ontaining E and a drawing Γ (G′) of graph G′ = (V,E′) suh that (i)
G′ has a hamiltonian path from vertex s to vertex t, (ii) Γ (G′) has at most c edge
rossings, and (iii) Γ (G′) preserves the embedded planar graph G.
We refer to the version of the HPCCM problem where the input is direted ayli
graph and we insist on HP-ompletion sets whih leave the HP-ompleted digraph
also ayli as the Ayli-HPCCM problem.
Over the set of all HP-ompletion sets for a graph G, and over all of their dierent
drawings that respet G, the one with a minimum number of edge-rossings is alled
a rossing-optimal HP-ompletion set.
Let G = (V,E) be an embedded planar graph, let Ec be an HP-ompletion set of
G and let Γ (G′) of G′ = (V,E′) be a drawing with c rossings that preserves G.
The graph Gc indued from drawing Γ (G
′) by inserting a new vertex at eah edge
3
rossing and by splitting the edges involved in the edge-rossing is referred to as the
HP-extended graph of G w.r.t. Γ (G′). (See Figure 1)
Fig. 1: An embedded digraph G, a drawing Γ of an HP-ompleted digraph of G and an
HP-extended digraph of G w.r.t. Γ . The edges of the HP-ompletion set are shown
dotted. The newly inserted verties appear as squares.
In this paper, we present a linear time algorithm for solving the Ayli-HPCCM
problem for outerplanar triangulated st-digrpahs. Let G = (V,E) be a digraph. A
vertex s ∈ V with in-degree equal to zero (0) is alled a soure, while, a vertex t ∈ V
with outdegree equal to zero is alled a sink. A planar st-digraph is an embedded
planar ayli digraph with exatly one soure s (i.e., a vertex with in-degree equal
to 0) and exatly one sink t (i.e., a vertex with out-degree equal to 0) both of whih
appear on the boundary of the external fae. It is known that a planar st-digraph
admits a planar upward drawing [19,6℄. In the rest of the paper, all st-digraphs will
be drawn upward. A planar graph G is outerplanar if there exist a drawing of G suh
that all of G's verties appear on the boundary of the same fae (whih is usually
drawn as the external fae). A triangulated outerplanar graph is an outerplanar graph
with triangulated interior, i.e., all interior faes onsist of 3 verties and 3 edges.
1.2 Related Work
For ayli digraphs, the Ayli-HPC problem has been studied in the literature in
the ontext of partially ordered sets (posets) under the terms Linear extensions and
Jump Number. Eah ayli-digraphG an be treated as a poset P . A linear extension
of P is a total ordering L = {x1 . . . xn} of the elements of P suh that xi < xj in
L whenever xi < xj in P . We denote by L(P ) the set of all linear extensions of P .
A onseutive pair (xi, xi+1) is alled a jump in L if xi is not omparable to xi+1
in P . Denote the number of jumps of L by s(P,L). Then, the jump number of P ,
s(P ), is dened as s(P ) = min{s(P,L) : L ∈ L(P )}. Call a linear extension L in L(P )
optimal if s(P,L) = s(P ). The jump number problem is to nd s(P ) and to onstrut
an optimal linear extension of P .
From the above denitions, it follows that an optimal linear extension of a poset P
(or its orresponding ayli digraph G), is idential to an ayli HP-ompletion set
Ec of minimum size for G, and its jump number is equal to the size of Ec. This
problem has been widely studied, in part due to its appliations to sheduling. It
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has been shown to be NP-hard even for bipartite ordered sets [23℄ and the lass of
interval orders [20℄. Up to our knowledge, its omputational lassiation is still open
for latties. Nevertheless, polynomial time algorithms are known for several lasses of
ordered sets. For instane, eient algorithms are known for series-parallel orders [3℄,
N-free orders [24℄, yle-free orders [5℄, orders of width two [2℄, orders of bounded
width [4℄, bipartite orders of dimension two [13℄ and K-free orders [25℄. Brightwell
and Winkler [?℄ showed that ounting the number of linear extensions is ♯P-omplete.
An algorithm that generates all of the linear extensions of a poset in a onstant
amortized time, that is in time O(|L(P )|), was presented by Pruesse and Ruskey [22℄.
With respet to related work on book embeddings, Yannakakis[29℄ has shown that
planar graphs have a book embedding on a 4-page book and that there exist planar
graphs that require 4 pages for their book embedding. Thus, book embedding for
planar graphs are, in general, three-dimensional strutures. If we are interested only
on two-dimensional strutures we have to onentrate on 2-page book embeddings
and to allow spine rossings. In the literature, the book embeddings where spine
rossings are allowed are referred to as topologial book embeddings [9℄. It is known
that every planar graph admits a 2-page topologial book embedding with only one
spine rossing per edge [7℄.
For ayli digraphs and posets, upward book embeddings have been also studied in
the literature [1,15,16,17,21℄. An upward book embedding an be onsidered to be a
book embedding in whih the spine is vertial and all edges are drawn monotonially
inreasing in the upward diretion. The minimum number of pages required by an
upward book embedding of a planar ayli digraph is unbounded [15℄, while, the min-
imum number of pages required by an upward planar digraph is not known [1,15,21℄.
Giordano et al. [12℄ studied upward topologial book embeddings of embedded upward
planar digraphs, i.e., topologial 2-page book embedding where all edges are drawn
monotonially inreasing in the upward diretion. They have showed how to onstrut
in linear time an upward topologial book embedding for an embedded triangulated
planar st-digraph with at most one spine rossing per edge. Given that (i) upward
planar digraphs are exatly the subgraphs of planar st-digraphs [6,19℄ and (ii) embed-
ded upward planar digraphs they an be augmented to beome triangulated planar
st-digraphs in linear time [12℄, it follows that any embedded upward planar digraph
has a topologial book embedding with one spine rossing per edge.
We emphasize that the presented bibliography is in no way exhaustive. The topis of
hamiltonian paths, linear orderings and book embeddings have been studied for a long
time and an extensive body of literature has been aumulated.
2 Triangulated Hamiltonian st-Graphs
In this setion, we develop the neessary and suient ondition for a triangulated
st-digraphs to be hamiltonian. The provided haraterization will be later on used in
the development of rossing-optimal HP-ompletion sets for outerplanar triangulated
st-digraphs.
It is well known[27℄ that for every vertex v of an st-digraph, its inoming (outgoing)
inident edges appear onseutively around v. We denote by Left(v) (resp. Right(v))
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the fae to the left (resp. right) of the leftmost (resp. rightmost) inoming and outgoing
edges inident to v. The following lemma is a diret onsequene from a lemma by
Tamassia and Preparata [26, Lemma 7℄.
Lemma 1. Let u and v be two verties of an st-planar digraph suh that there is no
direted path between them in either diretion. Then, in the dual G∗ of G there is
either a path from Right(u) to Left(v) or a path from Right(v) to Left(u). ⊓⊔
The following lemma demonstrates a property of st-digraphs.
Lemma 2. Let G be an st-digraph that does not have a hamiltonian path. Then, there
exist two verties in G that are not onneted by a direted path in either diretion.
Proof. Let P be a longest path from s to t and let a be a vertex that does not belong
in P . Sine G does not have a hamiltonian path, suh a vertex always exists. Let s′ be
the last vertex in P suh that there exists a path Ps′ a from s
′
to a with no verties
in P . Similarly, dene t′ to be the rst vertex in P suh that there exists a path Pa t′
from a to t′ with no verties in P . Sine G is ayli, s′ appears before t′ in P (see
Figure 2). Note that s′ (resp. t′) might be vertex s (resp. t). From the onstrution of
s′ and t′ it follows that any vertex b, distint from s′ and t′, that is loated on path
P between verties s′ and t′, is not onneted with vertex a in either diretion. Thus,
verties a and b satisfy the property of the lemma.
t
t’
b
a
s
s’
Fig. 2: Subgraph used in the proof of Lemma 2. Verties a and b are not onneted by a
path in either diretion.
Note that suh a vertex b always exists. If this was not the ase, then path P would
ontain edge (s′, t′). Then, path P ould be extended by replaing (s′, t′) by path
Ps′ a followed by path Ps′ a. This would lead to new path P
′
from s to t that is
longer than P , a ontradition sine P was assumed to be of maximum length. ⊓⊔
The embedded digraph in Figure 3 is alled a rhombus. The entral edge (s, t) of
a rhombus is referred to as the median of the rhombus and is always drawn in the
interior of its drawing.
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An st-polygon is a triangulated outerplanar st-digraph that always ontains edge
(s, t) onneting its soure to its sink. Edge (s, t) is referred to as the median of the
st-polygon and it always lies in the interior of the its drawing. As a onsequene, an
st-polygon must have at least 4 verties. Figure 4 shows an st-polygon. An st-polygon
(that is a subgraph of some embedded planar digraph) whih annot be extended by
the addition of more verties to its external boundary is alled a maximal st-polygon.
Lemma 3. An st-polygon ontains exatly one rhombus.
Proof. By denition, an st-digraph is a triangulated outerplanar graph with s and t
as its soure and sink, respetively. It follows, that the median of the st-polygon is
also a median of a rhombus formed by the two faes to the left and the right of edge
(s, t). Assume now that there exists another rhombus. Then, due to the fat that the
st-polygon is outerplanar, all of its verties would lie on one side of the (s, t)-polygon.
However, this is not possible without violating the ayliity of the st-polygon. ⊓⊔
u
s
t
v
Fig. 3: The rhombus embed-
ded digraph.
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Fig. 4: An st-polygon.
a
s’
b
t’
u
s
t
v
Fig. 5: The st-digraph used
in the proof of Theo-
rem 2.
The following theorem provides a haraterization of triangulated st-digraphs that
have a hamiltonian path.
Theorem 1. Let G be a triangulated st-digraph. G has a hamiltonian path if and
only if G does not ontain any rhombus as a subgraph.
Proof. (⇒) We assume that G has a hamiltonian path and we will show that
it ontains no rhombus as a subgraph. For the sake of ontradition, assume that
G ontains a rhombus omposed from verties s′, t′, a and b as a subgraph (see
Figure 5). Then, verties a and b of the rhombus are not onneted by a direted path
in either diretion. To see this, assume wlog that there was a path onneting a to b.
Then, this path has to interset either the path from t′ to t at a vertex u or the path
from s to s′ at a vertex v. In either ase, there must exist a yle in G, ontraditing
the fat that G is ayli. So, we have shown that verties a and b of the rhombus are
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(b)
w
w
1
0
2z
z1
v
’’ kw
’
(a)
2
1
0w
w
2z
z
u
1
w
w
w ’’’w
(c)
u
z
Fig. 6: The dierent ases ourring in the onstrution of path Pu,v as desribed in the
proof of Theorem 1.
not onneted by a direted path in either diretion, and thus there annot exist any
hamiltonian path in G, a lear ontradition.
(⇐) We assume that G ontains no rhombus as a subgraph and we will prove that G
has a hamiltonian path. For the sake of ontradition, assume that G does not have a
hamiltonian path. Then, from Lemma 2, if follows that there exist two verties u and
v of G that are not onneted by a direted path in either diretion. From Lemma 1, it
then follows that there exists in the dual G∗ of G a direted path from either Right(u)
to Left(v), or from Right(v) to Left(u). Wlog, assume that the path in the dual G∗
is from Right(u) to Left(v) (see Figure 6.a) and let f0, f1, . . . , fk be the faes the
path passes through, where f0 = Right(u) and fk = Left(v). We denote the path
from Right(u) to Left(v) by Pu,v.
Note that path Pu,v an exit fae f0 =△(u,w0, w1) only through edge (w0, w1) (see
Figure 6.a). The path will enter a new fae and, in the rest of the proof, we will
onstrut the sequene of faes it goes through.
The next fae f1 of the path, onsists of edge (w0, w1) whih is onneted to a vertex
w2. For fae f1 =△(w0, w1, w2) there are 3 possible orientations (whih do not violate
ayliity) for the diretion of the two edges that onnet w2 with w0 and w1):
Case 1: Vertex w2 has inoming edges from both w0 and w1 (see Figure 6.b). Observe
that path Pu,v an ontinue from f1 to f2 only by rossing edge (w0, w2). This is due
to the fat that, in the dual G∗, the only outgoing edge of f1 orresponds to the dual
edge that rosses edge (w0, w2) of G.
Case 2: Vertex w2 has outgoing edges to both w0 and w1 (see Figure 6.). Observe
that path Pu,v an ontinue from f1 to f2 only by rossing edge (w2, w0). This is due
to the fat that, in the dual G∗, the only outgoing edge of f1 orresponds to the dual
edge that rosses edge (w2, w0) of G.
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Case 3: Vertex w2 is onneted to w0 and w1 by an inoming and an outgoing edge,
respetively (see Figure 6.d). Note that in this ase, f0 and f1 form a rhombus. Thus,
this ase annot ours, sine we assumed that G has no rhombus as a subgraph.
A ommon harateristi of either of the rst two ase that allow to further ontinue
the identiation of the faes path Pu,v goes through is that there is a single edge
that an be used to exit fae f1. Thus, we an ontinue identifying the faes path Pu,v
passes through, building in suh a way sequene f0, f1, . . . , fk−1.
At the end, path Pu,v has to leave fae fk−1 by either edge (wk, w
′′) (see Figure 6.e) or
by edge (w′, wk) (see Figure 6.f). In either of these two ases, the outgoing boundary
edge of fae fk−1 =△(w
′, w′′, wk) has to be identied with the single inoming edge of
fae fk−1 =△(z1, z2, v). Thus, the last two faes on the path Pu,v will form a rhombus
(see Figures 6.e and 6.f). Thus, in either ase, in order to omplete the path, graph G
must ontain a rhombus as a subgraph. This is a lear ontradition sine we assumed
that G does not ontain any rhombus as a subgraph. ⊓⊔
3 Optimal Ayli Hamiltonian Path Completion for
Outerplanar Triangulated st-digraphs
Let G = (V l ∪ V r ∪ {s, t}, E) be an outerplanar triangulated st-digraph, where s
is its soure, t is its sink and the verties in Vl (resp. Vr) are loated on the left
(resp. right) part of the boundary of the external fae. Let V l = {vl1, . . . , v
l
k} and
V r = {vr1, . . . , v
r
m}, where the subsripts indiate the order in whih the verties
appear on the left (right) part of the external boundary. By onvention, soure and
the sink are onsidered to lie on both the left and the right sides of the external
boundary. For brevity, we refer to an outerplanar triangulated st-digraph, as OT-st-
digraph.
In this setion we present an algorithm that omputes a rossing-optimal ayli HP-
ompletion set for an OT-st-digraph when only one rossing per edge is permitted.
3.1 st-polygon deomposition of an OT-st-digraph
Observe that an st-polygon fully overs a strip of the OT-st-digraph that is dened by
two edges (one adjaent to its soure and one to its sink), eah having its endpoints at
dierent sides of G. We refer to these two edges as the limiting edges of the st-polygon.
Lemma 4. Given an OT-st-digraph G = (V l ∪ V r ∪ {s, t}, E) and an edge e =
(s′, t′) ∈ E, we an deide in O(1) time whether e is a median edge of some st-
polygon. Moreover, the two verties (in addition to s′ and t′) that dene a maximal
st-polygon that has edge e as its median an be also omputed in O(1) time.
Proof. We refer to a edge that has both of eah end-verties on the same side of G as
a one-sided edge. All remaining edges are referred to as two-sided edges. The edges
exiting the soure and the edges entering the sink are treated as one-sided edges.
Observe that a one-sided edge (u, v) is a median of an st-polygon if the following hold
(see Figure 7):
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Fig. 8: The solid edges are the edges that
bounds the st-polygon and its me-
dian.
(i) u and v are not suessive verties of the side of G.
(ii) u has a two-sided outgoing edge.
(iii) v has a two-sided inoming edge.
Similarly, observe that a two-sided edge (u, v) with u ∈ V R (resp. u ∈ V L) is a median
of an st-polygon if the following hold (see Figure 8):
(i) u has a two-sided outgoing edge that is lok-wise before (resp. after) (u, v) .
(ii) v has a two-sided inoming edge that is lok-wise before (u, v).
All of the above onditions an be trivially tested in O(1) time. We an preproess
graph G in linear time so that for eah of its verties we know its rst and last (in
lok-wise order) in-oming and out-going edges, Then, the two remaining verties
that dene the maximal st-polygon having (u, v) as its median an be found in O(1)
time and it an be reported in time proportional to its size. ⊓⊔
Lemma 5. The st-polygons of an OT-st-digraph G are mutually area-disjoint.
Proof. From Lemma 3 it follows that one st-polygon annot fully ontain another.
Thus, we have to onsider only partial area overlap. For the sake of ontradition
assume that there are two st-polygons, say R1 and R2 that overlap. Then they have
to share at least a fae. Thus, a partial area overlap would fore one endpoint of a
limiting edge of R1 to be loated inside R2 (or vie versa), and more preisely on the
boundary nodes between the two limiting edges of R2. As a onsequene, we would
have either a rossing between the limiting edges of the two st-polygons or between
a median of one st-polygon and a limiting edge of another. ⊓⊔
Denote by R(G) the set of all maximal st-polygons of an OT-st-digraph G. Observe
than not every vertex of G belongs to one of its maximal st-polygons. We refer to
the verties of G that are not part of any maximal st-polygon as free verties and we
denote them by F(G). Also observe that an ordering an be imposed on the maximal
st-polygons of an OT-st-digraph G based on the ordering of the area disjoint strips
oupied by eah st-polygon. The verties whih do not belong to an st-polygon are
loated between the strips oupied by onseutive st-polygons (see Figure 9.a).
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Lemma 6. Assume an OT-st-digraph G. Let R1 and R2 be two of G's onseutive
maximal st-polygons and let Vf ⊂ F(G) be the set of free verties lying between R1
and R2. Then, the following statements are satised:
(i) For any pair of verties u, v ∈ Vf there is either a path from u to v or from v
to u.
(ii) For any vertex v ∈ Vf there is a path from the sink of R1 to v and from v to the
soure of R2.
(iii) If Vf = ∅, then there is a path from soure of R1 to the soure of R2.
R2
1R
R2
R2
R
1R1R
2
t11t
2s
2s
1t
u
v
a
b
R1
s s
s2
t 2=s1
1c 1s1 c c
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Fig. 9: Congurations of adjaent st-polygons of an OT-st-digraph.
Proof.
(i) For the sake of ontradition, assume that u and v are not onneted by a path
in either diretion. Observe that the subgraph Gf of G indued by the verties
of Vf together with the verties of the upper limiting edge of R1 and the lower
limiting edge of R2 is a triangulated st-digraph. By Theorem 1, if follows that
Gf ontains a rhombus (and thus an st-polygon). This is a ontradition sine
we assumed that R1 and R2 are onseutive.
(ii) Denote by t1 the sink of R1. Assume that v and t1 lie on dierent sides of G,
otherwise there is always a path form t1 to v (see Figure 9.a). Observe that edge
(v, t1) does not exist in G; if it existed, it would be the upper limiting edge of
R1, not (a, t1). If we also assume the edge (t1, v) does not exist, then v and t1
are not onneted by a path in either diretion. Then the argument ontinues
as in ase (i), leading to a ontradition. The laim that there is a path from v
to the soure s2 of R2 is similar.
(iii) Note that there are 3 onguration in whih no free vertex exists between two
onseutive st-polygons (see Figures 9.b-d). Denote by s1 and s2 the soures of
R1 and R2, respetively. If s1 and s2 lie on the same side of G then the laim
is obviously true sine G is an OT-st-digraph. If they belong to opposite sides
of G, observe that the lower limiting edge (s1, c) of R1 leads to the side of G
whih ontains s2. Sine there is a path from c to s2, it follows that there is a
path from s1 to s2. ⊓⊔
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We refer to the soure vertex si of eah maximal st-polygon Ri ∈ R(G), 1 ≤ i ≤
|R(G)| as the representative of Ri and we denote it by r(Ri). We also dene the
representative of a free vertex v ∈ F(G) to be v itself, i.e. r(v) = v. For any two
distint elements x, y ∈ R(G) ∪F(G), we dene the relation ∠p as follows: x∠py i
there exists a path from r(x) to r(y).
Lemma 7. Let G be an n node OT-st-digraph. Then, relation ∠p denes a total order
on the elements R(G) ∪ F(G). Moreover, this total order an be omputed in O(n)
time.
Proof. The fat that ∠p is a total order on R(G)∪F(G) follows from Lemma 6. The
order of the element of R(G) ∪ F(G) an be easily derived by the numbers assigned
to the representatives of the elements (i.e., to verties of G) by a topologial sorting
of the verties of G. To omplete the proof, reall that an n node ayli planar graph
an be topologially sorted in O(n) time. ⊓⊔
Denition 2. Given an OT-st-digraph G, the st-polygon deomposition D(G) of G
is dened to be the total order of its maximal st-polygons and its free verties indued
by relation ∠p.
The following theorem follows diretly from Lemma 4 and Lemma 7.
Theorem 2. An st-polygon deomposition of an n node OT-st-digraph G an be om-
puted in O(n) time.
3.2 The Algorithm
The following lemmata onern a rossing-optimal ayli HP-ompletion set for a
single st-polygon and are essential for the development of our algorithm for OT-st-
digraphs.
Lemma 8. Assume an st-polygon R = (V l ∪ V r ∪ {s, t}, E) . In a rossing-optimal
ayli HP-ompletion set of R with at most 1 edge rossing per initial edge, the
verties of V l are visited before the verties of V r, or, vie versa.
Proof. In an st-polygon, due to the existene of the median (s, t), no edges exists
between verties of V l and V r. Thus, the edges of a Hamiltonian path that on-
net verties at dierent sides all belong in the HP-ompletion set and they all ross
the median. Sine we insist on having at most one rossing per edge of R, the HP-
ompletion set must onsist of a single edge. This implies that all verties of V l are
visited before the verties of V r, or, vie versa. ⊓⊔
Lemma 9. Assume an n node st-polygon R = (V l ∪ V r ∪ {s, t}, E) . A rossing-
optimal ayli HP-ompletion set for R with at most 1 edge rossing per initial edge
an be omputed in O(n) time.
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Fig. 10: Edge rossings in rossing-optimal HP-ompletion of an st-polygon.
Proof. Let V l = {vl1, . . . , v
l
k} and V
r = {vr1 , . . . , v
r
m}, where the subsripts indiate
the order in whih the verties appear on the left (right) boundary of R. Suppose that
I : V × V → {0, 1} is an indiator funtion suh that I(u, v) = 1 ⇐⇒ (u, v) ∈ E.
Due to Lemma 8, the single edge of the HP-Completion set is either edge (vlk, v
r
1) or
(vrm, v
l
1). Edge (v
l
k, v
r
1) has to ross all edges onneting t with verties of Vl \ {v
l
k},
the median, and all edges onneting s with verties of Vr \ {vR1 } (see Figure 10.a).
Similarly, Edge (vrm, v
l
1) has to ross all edges onneting t with verties of Vr \ {v
r
m},
the median, and all edges onneting s with verties of Vl \ {v
l
1}(see Figure 10.b).
Then, the edge involved in the minimum number of rossings an be omputed in
O(n) time and the orresponding number of rossings is:
1 + min
{
k∑
i=1
I(vℓi , t) +
m∑
i=1
I(s, vri ) ,
m∑
i=1
I(vri , t) +
k∑
i=1
I(s, vℓi )
}
⊓⊔
Assume an OT-st-digraph G. We denote by S(G) the hamiltonian path on the HP-
extended digraph of G that results when a rossing-optimal HP-ompletion set is
added to G. Note that if we are only given S(G) we an infer the size of the HP-
ompletion set and the number of edge rossings. Denote by c(G) the number of edge
rossings aused by the HP-ompletion set inferred by S(G). If we are restrited to
Hamiltonian paths that enter the sink of G from a vertex on the left (resp. right) side
of G, then we denote the orresponding size of HP-ompletion set as c(G,L) (resp.
c(G,R)). Obviousy, c(G) = min{c(G,L), c(G,R)}.
We use the operator ⊕ to indiate the onatenation of two paths. By onvention, the
hamiltonian path of a single vertex is the vertex itself.
Let D(G) = {o1, . . . , oλ} be the st-polygon deomposition of G, where element
oi, 1 ≤ i ≤ λ is either an st-polygon or a free vertex. Denote by Gi, 1 ≤ i ≤ λ to
be the graph indued by the verties of elements o1, . . . , oi. Observe that graph Gi is
also an OT-st-digraph. The same holds for the subgraph of G that is inferred by any
number of onseutive elements in D(G).
Lemma 10. Assume an OT-st-digraph G and let D(G) = {o1, . . . , oλ} be its st-
polygon deomposition. Consider any two onseutive elements oi and oi+1 of D(G)
that share at most one vertex. Then, the following statements hold:
(i) S(Gi+1) = S(Gi)⊕ S(oi+1), and
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Fig. 11: Conguration used in the proof of Lemma 10.
(ii) c(Gi+1) = c(Gi).
Proof. We proeed to prove rst statement (i). There are three ases to onsider in
whih 2 onseutive elements of D(G) share at most 1 vertex.
Case-1: Element oi+1 = v is a free vertex (see Figure 11.a). By Lemma 6, if oi is either
a free vertex or an st-polygon, there is an edge onneting the sink of oi to v. Also
observe that if v was not the last vertex of S(Gi+1) then the rossing-optimal HP-
ompletion set had to inlude an edge from v to some vertex of Gi. This is impossible
sine it would reate a yle in the HP-extended digraph of S(Gi+1).
Case-2: Element oi+1 is an st-polygon that shares no ommon vertex with Gi (see
Figure 11.b). Without loss of generality, assume that the sink of Gi is loated on its
left side. We rst observe that edge (ti, si+1) exists in G. If si+1 is on the left side of
G, we are done. If si+1 is on the right side of G, realize that edge (u, a) annot exist
in G, sine, if it existed, the area between the two polygons would be an st-polygon
itself. Thus, that area an be only triangulated by edge (ti, si+1). Thus, as indiated
in Figure 11.b, eah of the end-verties of the lower limiting edge of oi+1 an be its
soure. Sine edge (ti, si+1) exists, the solution S(oi+1) an be onatenated to S(Gi)
and yield a valid hamiltonian path for Gi+1. Now notie that in S(Gi+1) all verties
of Gi have to be plaed before the verties of oi+1. If this was not the ase, then
the rossing-optimal HP-ompletion set had to inlude an edge from a vertex v of
oi+1 to some vertex u of Gi. This is impossible sine it would reate a yle in the
HP-extended digraph of S(Gi+1).
Case-3: Element oi+1 is an st-polygon that shares one ommon vertex with Gi (see
Figure 11.). Without loss of generality, assume that the sink ti of Gi is loated on
its left side. Firstly, notie that the vertex shared by Gi and oi+1 has to be vertex
ti. To see that let a be upper vertex at the right side of Gi. Then, edge (a, ti) exists
sine ti is the sink of Gi. For the sake of ontradition assume that a was the vertex
shared between Gi and oi+1. If a was also the soure of oi+1 (see Figure 11.d) then
oi+1 wouldn't be maximal (edge (a, ti) should also belong to oi+1). If si+1 was on the
left side (see Figure 11.e), then a yle would be formed involving edges (ti), (t1, si+1)
and (si+1, a), whih is impossible sine G is ayli. Thus, the vertex shared by Gi
and oi+1 has to be vertex ti. Seondly, observe that ti must oinide with vertex si+1
(see Figure 11.). If si+1 oinided with vertex b, then the st-polygon oi wouldn't
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be maximal sine edge (b, ti) should also belong to oi. We onlude that ti oinides
with si+1 and, thus, the solution S(oi+1) an be onatenated to S(Gi) and yield a
valid hamiltonian path for Gi+1. To omplete the proof for this ase, we an show by
ontradition (on the ayliity of G; as in Case-2) that in S(Gi+1) all verties of Gi
have to be plaed before the verties of oi+1.
Now observe that statement (ii) is trivially true sine, in all three ases, the hamilto-
nian paths were extended by an edge of graph G. Sine G is planar, no new rossings
are reated. ⊓⊔
Lemma 11. Assume an OT-st-digraph G = (V l ∪ V r ∪ {s, t}, E) suh that its st-
polygon deomposition D(G) = {o1, . . . , oλ} does not ontain any free verties and,
moreover, all of D(G)'s adjaent elements share exatly two verties. Then, the fol-
lowing statements hold:
(1) ti ∈ V l ⇒ c(Gi+1, L) = min{c(Gi, L) + c(oi+1, L) + 1, c(Gi, R) + c(oi+1, L)}
(2) ti ∈ V l ⇒ c(Gi+1, R) = min{c(Gi, L) + c(oi+1, R), c(Gi, R) + c(oi+1, R)}
(3) ti ∈ V r ⇒ c(Gi+1, L) = min{c(Gi, L) + c(oi+1, L), c(Gi, R) + c(oi+1, L)}
(4) ti ∈ V
r ⇒ c(Gi+1, R) = min{c(Gi, L) + c(oi+1, R), c(Gi, R) + c(oi+1, R) + 1}
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Fig. 12: The hamiltonian paths for state-
ment (1) of Lemma 11.
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Fig. 13: The hamiltonian paths for state-
ment (2) of Lemma 11.
Proof. We show how to build hamiltonian paths that infer HP-ompletions sets of
the speied size. Then, we prove that these HP-ompletion sets are rossing-optimal.
For eah of the statements, there are two ases to onsider. The minimum number of
rossings, is then determined by taking the minimum over the two sub-ases.
(1) ti ∈ V l ⇒ c(Gi+1, L) = min{c(Gi, L) + c(oi+1, L) + 1, c(Gi, R) + c(oi+1, L)}.
Case 1a. The hamiltonian path enters ti from a vertex on the left side of
Gi. Figure 12.a shows the resulting path. From the gure, it follows that
c(Gi+1, L) = c(Gi, L)+ c(oi+1, L)+ 1. To see that, just follow edge (v, u) that
beomes part of the ompletion set of Gi+1. Edge (v, u) is involved in as many
edge rossings as edge (v, ti) (the only edge in the HP-ompletion set of oi+1),
plus as many edge rossings as edge (si+1, u) (an edge in the HP-ompletion
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set of Gi), plus one (1) edge rossing of the lower limiting edge of oi+1.
Case 1b. The hamiltonian path reahes ti from a vertex on the right side of
Gi. Figure 12.b shows the resulting path. From the gure, it follows that
c(Gi+1, L) = c(Gi, R) + c(oi+1, L).
(2) ti ∈ V l ⇒ c(Gi+1, R) = min{c(Gi, L) + c(oi+1, R), c(Gi, R) + c(oi+1, R)}.
Case 2a. The hamiltonian path enters ti from a vertex on the left side of
Gi. Figure 13.a shows the resulting path. From the gure, it follows that
c(Gi+1, R) = c(Gi, L) + c(oi+1, R).
Case 2b. The hamiltonian path reahes ti from a vertex on the right side of
Gi. Figure 13.b shows the resulting path. From the gure, it follows that
c(Gi+1, R) = c(Gi, R) + c(oi+1, R).
The proofs for statements (3) and (4) are symmetri to those of statements (2) and (1),
respetively. Figures 14 and 15 show how to onstrut the orresponding hamiltonian
paths in eah of the ases.
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Fig. 14: The hamiltonian paths for state-
ment (3) of Lemma 11.
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ment (4) of Lemma 11.
Denote by l(G) (resp. r(G)) the sequene of verties on the left (resp. right) side of
OT-st-digraph G. Note that G an be an st-polygon.
We now prove that, for eah of the above ases, the onstruted Hamiltonian paths
indue rossing-optimal HP-ompletion sets of the speied number of rossing. We
show the proof just for Case 1a (the most ompliated, together with its symmetri
Case 4b). The proof for the other ases are similar and slightly simpler.
Let Popt be a hamiltonian path whih indues a rossing-optimal HP-ompletion set
for Case 1a. Reall that in Case 1a the hamiltonian path is restrited to enter both
nodes ti and ti+1 from a node in the left side of G. Figure 16 shows the struture
of Popt for this ase. Let's traverse Popt bakwards and justify the presene of the
spei verties on it.
The hamiltonian path Popt of Gi+1 has to terminate at ti+1. Sine it enters ti+1 from
a vertex on the left side of G, it follows from Lemma 8 that the verties of the left side
of oi+1, i.e., sequene l(oi+1), preede ti+1 on Popt. Now observe that ti is the rst
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Fig. 16: The struture of an ayli-optimal hamiltonian path for Case 1a in the proof of
Lemma 11.
vertex of l(oi+1). This is due to the fat that Gi and oi+1 share an edge. Given that, in
Case 1a, Popt also enters ti from a vertex x on the left side of G, ti is preeded on Popt
by a maximal path P1 on l(Gi) whih ends with vertex x. Let u be the rst vertex of
P1. Then, sine P1 does not extend (bakwards) before vertex u, Popt must ontinue
bakwards on a node on the right side r(G) of G. Then the vertex that preedes u
has to be vertex v. To see this, observe that if any other vertex y of r(Gi+1) is plaed
after v on Popt, then on Popt there is a path from v to x whih together with the path
from x to v on r(G) form a yle, a lear ontradition sine the HP-extended graph
of G must be ayli.
By Lemma 8, the verties of r(oi+1), the last of whih is v, have to preede vertex u on
Popt. Let the rst vertex of r(oi+1) be vertex w. Then, on Popt, w must be preeded
by si+1. To see this, observe that if w was preeded by a vertex dierent than si+1,
then that vertex had to be loated below edge (si+1, ti). Then, edge (si+1, ti) (as well
as the median of ti+1) would inur at least two rossings, a lear ontradition sine
only one rossing per edge of G is allowed.
Then, sine si+1 is the last vertex of r(oi), by Lemma 8 r(oi) has to preede w on
Popt. Finally, the hamiltonian path Popt has to be ompleted by a path P from the
soure s1 of o1 to the rst vertex of r(oi).
Observe that the struture the rossing-optimal Hamiltonian path Popt for Case 1
is idential to the hamiltonian path onstruted in our proof. Also note that from
Popt we an infer hamiltonian paths for oi+1 and Gi. These two hamiltonian paths
an be ombined with our onstrution to yield a hamiltonian path for Gi+1. Thus,
if Popt would infer an HP-ompletion set with smaller number of rossings than our
onstrution, then it would also infer a hamiltonian path for Gi with less than c(Gi, L)
rossings. This is impossible sine, by denition, c(Gi, L) is the minimum number of
rossings. So, the onstruted hamiltonian path infers an HP-ompletion set with a
minimum number of edge rossings.
Note that, there is not neessarily only one hamiltonian path that yields an optimal
solution. Sine in our onstrution, we apply a minimum operator, if both of the
involved hamiltonian paths yield the same number of rossings, then we should have
at least two dierent but equivalent (wrt edge rossings) hamiltonian paths. ⊓⊔
Algorihtm 1 is a dynami programming algorithm, based on Lemmata 10 and 11,
whih omputes the minimum number of edge rossings c(G) resulting from the addi-
tion of a rossing-optimal HP-ompletion set to an OT-st-digraph G. The algorithm
an be easily extended to also ompute the orresponding hamiltonian path S(G).
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Algorithm 1: Ayli-HPC-CM(G)
input : An Outerplanar Triangulated st-digraph G(V l ∪ V r ∪ {s, t}, E).
output : The minimum number of edge rossing c(G) resulting from the addition of a
rossing-optimal HP-ompletion set to a graph G suh that eah edge of G is
rossed at most one.
1. Compute the st-polygon deomposition D(G) = {o1, . . . , oλ} of G;
2. For eah element oi ∈ D(G), 1 ≤ i ≤ λ, ompute c(oi, L) and c(oi, R)
if oi is a free vertex, then c(oi, L) = c(oi, R) = 0.
if oi is an st-polygon, then c(oi, L) and c(oi, R) are omputed based on
Lemma 9.
3. if o1 is a free vertex, then c(G1, L) = c(G1, R) = 0;
else c(G1, L) = c(o1, L) and c(G1, R) = c(o1, R);
4. For i = 2 . . . λ, ompute c(Gi, L) and c(Gi, R) as follows:
if oi is a free vertex, then
c(Gi, L) = c(Gi, R) = min{c(Gi−1, L), c(Gi−1, R)};
else-if oi is an st-polygon sharing at most one vertex with Gi−1, then
c(Gi, L) = min{c(Gi−1, L), c(Gi−1, R)}+ c(o1, L);
c(Gi, R) = min{c(Gi−1, L), c(Gi−1, R)}+ c(o1, R);
else { oi is an st-polygon sharing exatly two verties with Gi−1},
if ti−1 ∈ V
l
, then
c(Gi, L) = min{c(Gi−1, L) + c(oi, L) + 1, c(Gi−1, R) + c(oi, L)}
c(Gi, R) = min{c(Gi−1, L) + c(oi, R), c(Gi−1, R) + c(oi, R)}
else { ti−1 ∈ V
r
}
c(Gi, L) = min{c(Gi−1, L) + c(oi, L), c(Gi−1, R) + c(oi, L)}
c(Gi, R) = min{c(Gi−1, L) + c(oi, R), c(Gi−1, R) + c(oi, R) + 1}
5. return c(G) = min{c(Gλ, L), c(Gλ, R)}
Theorem 3. Given an n node OT-st-digraph G, a rossing-optimal HP-ompletion
set for G with at most one rossing per edge and the orresponding number of edge-
rossings an be omputed in O(n) time.
Proof. Algorithm 1 omputes the number of rossings in an ayli HP-ompletion
set. Note that it is easy to be extended so that it omputes the atual hamiltonian path
(and, as a result, the ayli HP-ompletion set). To ahieve this, we only need to store
in an auxiliary array the term that resulted to the minimum values in Step 4 of the
algorithm, together with the endpoints of the edge that is added to the HP-ompletion
set for eah st-polygon in the st-polygon deomposition D(G) = {o1, . . . , oλ} of G.
The orretness of the algorithm follows immediately from Lemmata 10 and 11.
From Lemma 4 and Theorem 2, it follows that Step 1 of the algorithm needs O(n)
time. The same hold for Step 2 (due to Lemma 9). Step 3 is an initialization step
that needs O(1) time. Finally, Step 4 takes O(λ) time. In total, the running time of
Algorithm 1 is O(n). Observe that O(n) time is enough to also reover the ayli
HP-ompletion set. ⊓⊔
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4 Spine Crossing Minimization for Upward Topologial
2-Page Book Embeddings of OT-st Digraphs
In this setion, we establish for the lass of st-digrpahs an equivalene (through a
linear time transformation) between the Ayli-HPCCM problem and the problem
of obtaining an upward topologial 2-page book embeddings with minimum number
of spine rossings and at most one spine rossing per edge. We exploit this equivalene
to develop an optimal (wrt spine rossings) book embedding for OT-st digraphs.
Theorem 4. Let G = (V,E) be an n node st-digraph. G has a rossing-optimal HP-
ompletion set Ec with Hamiltonian path P = (s = v1, v2, . . . , vn = t) suh that the
orresponding optimal drawing Γ (G′) of G′ = (V,E∪Ec) has c rossings if and only
if G has an optimal (wrt the number of spine rossings) upward topologial 2-page
book embedding with c spine rossings where the verties appear on the spine in the
order Π = (s = v1, v2, . . . , vn = t).
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Fig. 17: (a) A drawing of an HP-extended digraph for an st-digraph G. The dotted segments
orrespond to the single edge (v2, v3) of the HP-ompletion set for G. (b)An upward
topologial 2-page book embedding of Gc with its verties plaed on the spine in the
order they appear on a hamiltonian path of Gc. ()An upward topologial 2-page
book embedding of G.
Proof. We show how to obtain from an HP-ompletion set with c edge rossings an
upward topologial 2-page book embedding with c spine rossings and vie versa.
From this is follows that a rossing-optimal HP-ompletion set for G with c edge
rossing orresponds to an optimal upward topologial 2-page book embedding with
the same number of spine rossings.
⇒ We assume that we have an HP-ompletion set Ec that satises the onditions
stated in the theorem. Let Γ (G′) of G′ = (V,E ∪ Ec) be the orresponding drawing
that has c rossings and let Gc = (V ∪Vc, E
′∪E′c) be the ayli HP-extended digraph
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of G wrt Γ (G′). Vc is the set of new verties plaed at eah edge rossing. E
′
and
E′c are the edge sets resulting from E and Ec, respetively, after splitting their edges
involved in rossings and maintaining their orientation (see Figure 17(a)). Note that
Gc is also an st-planar digraph.
Observe that in Γ (G′) we have no rossing involving two edges of G. If this was
the ase, then Γ (G′) would not preserve G. Similarly, in Γ (G′) we have no rossing
involving two edges of the HP-ompletion set Ec. If this was the ase, then Gc would
ontain a yle.
The hamiltonian path P on G′ indues a hamiltonian path Pc on the HP-extended
digraph Gc. This is due to the fats that all edges of Ec are used in hamiltonian
path P and all verties of Vc orrespond to rossings involving edges of Ec. We use
the hamiltonian path Pc to onstrut an upward topologial 2-page book embedding
for graph G with exatly c spine rossings. We plae the verties of Gc on the spine
in the order of hamiltonian path Pc, with vertex s = v1 being the lowest. Sine the
HP-extended digraph Gc is a planar st-digraph with verties s and t on the external
fae, eah edge of Gc appears either to the left or to the right of the hamiltonian path
Pc. We plae the edges of Gc on the left (resp. right) page of the book embedding
if they appear to the left (resp. right) of path Pc. The edges of Pc are drawn on the
spine (see Figure 17(b)). Later on they an be moved to any of the two book pages.
Note that all edges of Ec appear on the spine. Consider any vertex vc ∈ Vc. Sine
vc orresponds to a rossing between an edge of E and an edge of Ec, and the edges
of E′c inident to it have been drawn on the spine, the two remaining edges of E
′
orrespond to (better, they are parts of) an edge e ∈ E and drawn on dierent pages
of the book. By removing vertex vc and merging its two inident edges of E
′
we
reate a rossing of edge e with the spine. Thus, the onstruted book embedding has
as many spine rossings as the number of edge rossings of HP-ompleted graph G′
(see Figure 17()).
It remains to show that the onstruted book embedding is upward. It is suient to
show that the onstruted book embedding of Gc is upward. For the sake of ontra-
dition, assume that there exists a downward edge (u,w) ∈ E′c. By the onstrution,
the fat that w is drawn below u on the spine implies that there is a path in Gc from
w to u. This path, together with edge (u,w) forms a yle in Gc, a lear ontradition
sine Gc is ayli.
⇐ Assume that we have an upward 2-page topologial book embedding of st-
digraph G with c spine rossings where the verties appear on the spine in the order
Π = (s = v1, v2, . . . , vn = t). Then, we onstrut an HP-ompletion set Ec for G
that satises the ondition of the theorem as follows: Ec = {(vi, vi+1) | 1 ≤ i <
n and (vi, vi+1) 6∈ E}, that is, Ec ontains an edge for eah onseutive pair of verties
of the spine that (the edge) was not present in G. By adding/drawing these edges on
the spine of the book embedding we get a drawing Γ (G′) of G′ = (V,E∪Ec) that has
c edge rossings. This is due to the fat that all spine rossing of the book embedding
are loated, (i) at points of the spine above vertex s and below vertex t, and (ii) at
points of the spine between onseutive verties that are not onneted by an edge. By
inserting at eah rossing of Γ (G′) a new vertex and by splitting the edges involved
in the rossing while maintaining their orientation, we get an HP-extended digraph
Gc. It remains to show that Gc is ayli. For the sake of ontradition, assume that
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Gc ontains a yle. Then, sine graph G is ayli, eah yle of Gc must ontain a
segment resulting from the splitting of an edge in Ec. Given that in Γ (G
′) all verties
appear on the spine and all edges of Ec are drawn upward, there must be a segment of
an edge of G that is downward in order to lose the yle. Sine, by onstrution, the
book embedding of G is a sub-drawing of Γ (G′), one of its edges (or just a segment
of it) is downward. This is a lear ontradition sine we assume that the topologial
2-page book embedding of G is upward. ⊓⊔
Theorem 5. Given an n node OT-st-digraph G, an upward 2-page topologial book
embedding for G with minimum number of spine rossings and at most one spine
rossing per edge and the orresponding number of edge-rossings an be omputed in
O(n) time.
Proof. By Theorem 4 we know that by solving the Ayli-HPCCM problem on G, we
an dedue the wanted upward book embedding. By Theorem 5, the Ayli-HPCCM
problem an be solved in O(n) time. ⊓⊔
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5 Conlusions - Open Problems
We have studied the problem of Ayli-HPCCM and we have presented a linear time
algorithm that omputes a rossing-optimal Ayli HP-ompletion set for an OT
st-digraphs G with at most one rossing per edge of G. Future researh inlude the
study of the Ayli-HPCCM on the larger lass of st-digraphs, as well as relaxing
the requirement for G to be triangulated. Another interesting researh diretion is
to derive HP-ompletion sets for the (Ayli-) HPCCM problem that an have any
number of rossing with the edges of graph G. Figure 18 shows an st-polygon whih
beomes hamiltonian by adding one of the following ompletion sets: A = {(u8, v1)},
B = {(v4, u1)} or C = {(u3, v1), (v4, u4)}. Sets A and B reates 5 rossings with one
rossing per edge of G while, set C reates 4 rossings with at most 2 rossings per
edge of G.
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Fig. 18: The paths 〈s, u1, . . . , u8, v1, . . . , v4, t〉 and 〈s, v1, . . . , v4, u1, . . . , u8, t〉 have 5 ross-
ings eah, with one rossing per edge. Path 〈s, u1, u2, u3, v1, . . . , v4, u4, . . . , u8, t〉 has
4 rossings, two of whih involve edge (s, t).
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